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 Valentine’s day – Rhymes  

Date: ______________________________ 
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.  
 

 
 
 

1. A Valentine’s color that rhymes with bed. _____________________ 

2. What couples do that rhymes with miss. _____________________ 

3. An internal organ that rhymes with smart. _____________________ 

4. An insect that rhymes with free. _____________________ 

5. A long, long time that rhymes with clever. _____________________ 

6. Strong emotion that rhymes with fashion. _____________________ 

7. The Roman god of love that rhymes with stupid. _____________________ 

8. A Valentine’s color that rhymes with sink. _____________________ 

9. What couples go on that rhymes with late. _____________________ 

10. A feeling of happiness that rhymes with toy. _____________________ 

11. A time of the day that rhymes with light. _____________________ 

12. Something you give that rhymes with lift. _____________________ 

13. A way to hold someone that rhymes with bug. _____________________ 

A platonic love  
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